**LANDSCAPE PLAN**

**SCALE:** 1" = 20'

**GENERAL MAPPING NOTES:**
1. BASE MAP TAKEN FROM WESTCHESTER GIS
2. SUPPLEMENTAL MAPPING INFORMATION TAKEN FROM:
   2.1. RECORD MAP TITLED: "MOUNT HOPE CEMETERY TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY CEMETERY SUMMIT" BY JULIUS HELLER, P.E. DATED JULY 26, 2004.
   2.1.1. REVISED: JUNE 16, 2008
   2.1.2. REVISED: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
3. PROJECT BASE LINE IS TAKEN FROM TWO EXISTING IRON PIPES THAT SERVE AS EAST AQUEDUCT BURIAL LIMIT LINE.

**LANDSCAPE NOTES:**
1. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR SHALL COORDINATE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES WITH OTHER SITE ACTIVITIES THAT MAY IMPACT LANDSCAPING.
2. THE LOCATIONS OF EXISTING TREES ARE APPROXIMATE.
3. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY DRAWING DIMENSIONS WITH ACTUAL FIELD CONDITIONS AND SHALL ADVISE THE OWNER, IN WRITING, OF ALL CONDITIONS WHICH PREVENT PROPER EXECUTION OF THIS WORK.
4. THE EXACT LOCATION OF ALL EXISTING UTILITIES, STRUCTURES AND UNDERGROUND UTILITIES MAY NOT BE INDICATED ON THE DRAWINGS. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PROTECT EXISTING STRUCTURES AND UTILITIES AND SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR REPLACEMENT IF DAMAGED.
5. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL KEEP THE PREMISES FREE OF RUBBISH AND DEBRIS AT ALL TIMES AND SHALL ARRANGE MATERIAL STORAGE SO AS NOT TO INTERFERE WITH THE OPERATION OF THE PROJECT. ALL UNUSED MATERIALS, RUBBISH AND DEBRIS SHALL BE REMOVED FROM THE SITE.
6. NON-IMPERVIOUS AREAS WHERE GROUNDCOVER IS NOT SPECIFIED SHALL RECEIVE TOPSOIL, SEED, FERTILIZER AND MULCH OR SOD.
7. TREES OR SHRUBS SHALL NOT BE PLANTED DIRECTLY ABOVE EXISTING OR PROPOSED UTILITY LINES.
8. QUALITY ASSURANCE:
   8.1. PLANT NAMES SHALL CONFORM TO THE LATEST EDITION OF "STANDARDIZED PLANT NAMES" AS ADOPTED BY THE AMERICAN JOINT COMMITTEE ON HORTICULTURAL NOMENCLATURE.
   8.2. SIZE AND GRADING: PLANT SIZES AND GRADING SHALL CONFORM TO THE LATEST EDITION OF "AMERICAN STANDARD FOR NURSERY STOCK" AS SPONSORED BY THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF NURSERYMEN, INC (AAN), UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
EXCAVATION AND TRENCHING SHALL MEET ALL OSHA REQUIREMENTS.

4. STEEL REINFORCEMENT SHALL CONFORM TO ASTM A-185.

3. INSTALL INTERMEDIATE INSPECTION PORT IF SPECIFIED.

2. INSTALL TWO INSPECTION PORTS PER ROW LOCATE AT EACH END.

1. NOT EXTRACTED FROM THE DOCUMENT.
FURNISH AND PLACE ASPHALT CONCRETE PAVEMENT AS SPECIFIED.

1. SAW CUT MIN. 18" BEYOND EXCAVATION
2. TACK COAT IN ACCORDANCE WITH NYSDOT STANDARD SPEC.
3. CHECKED BY: P.A.C.
   
NOTES:
1. SAW CUT EDGES OF PAVEMENT
2. THE DIMENSIONS, SLOPES AND FEATURES (I.E. DETECTABLE WARNING STRIPS) PRESENTED ARE THE MINIMUM
3. FURNISH, PLACE, AND COMPACT SUBBASE.
4. APPLY TACK COAT.
5. MACHINED-LEVEL EARTH
6. MATCH EXISTING.
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